BIPV facilitate a counterpoint of
function and aesthetics.
The new 25.000 sqm campus situated on the water-front in Copenhagen’s
new sustainable neighbourhood opened in January 2017. The school is home
to over 1000 students from over 80 nations, age 3 to 19 as well as around
280 staff. The BIPV facade contributes substantially to the schools running,
but also communicate to the students that sustainability is important and something that is tangible and you can act on, as well as learn from it by using
data from the system.

FACTS
Copenhagen International School
Architect: CF Møller
Activation year:
Area: 6.048 sqm
Installed effect: 730kWp
Color & finish: blue-green PVD, satin glass,
flat mounting.

Clad on all sides with over 12.000 custom designed BIPV panels from SolarLab it is one of the largest BIPV installations in operation around the world
and certainly one of the most visually expressive. The panels are all identical
and to ensure a dynamic and exciting visual expression the panels are randomly angled to reflect the light as sequins on a garment. For optimal power
production the installation’s electrical layout has been carefully designed and
uses micro inverters that groups panels according to their shadow conditions.
The 6.048 sqm BIPV installation is designed to cover around 50% of the
school’s yearly electricity need and because of the facade mounting the production profile also matches the elevated needs for power to drive the ventilation system in spring and autumn, when the large and many windows afford
more light and heat to enter the highly insulated building.
The school was realized with generous support from a number of large foundations, but the energy producing facade pays for itself and will continue to
generate free electricity many years after the energy used to created it has
been reclaimed. This makes the SolarLab BIPV facade cladding one of the
very few building materials with a positive ROI and environmental footprint.
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